EROSION OF POLITICAL RESPONSIVENESS 
AND THE STRETCHING OF POPULISM: 
LATIN AMERICA IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

DATE: FRIDAY, MARCH 27TH, 2020
LOCATION: IAB 1501

8:45 am - 9:00 am: Welcome Remarks

9:00 am - 10:45 am: Panel 1: The “People/s” from a Socio-Cultural Perspective
  - Federico Finchelstein (The New School): “Populism in Latin American History”
  - Claudio Lomnitz (Columbia, Anthropology): “The infelicitous repetition of national time”
  - Graciela Montaldo (Columbia, Latin American and Iberian Studies): “The Populist Condition: Culture and Politics”
  - Galia Solomonoff (Columbia, School of Architecture): “The plaza and Latin American Populism”, or “The Space of Protest in Latin American Populism”
  - Amy Chazkel (discussant) – Columbia, History

10:45 am - 11:00 am: Break

11:00 am - 12:45 pm: Panel 2: The Erosion of Political Responsiveness in Latin America
  - Juan Pablo Luna (Universidad Católica de Chile): “Parallel Universes, Time Compression, and The Big Bang of Political Representation”
  - Cesar Zucco (FGV, Brazil): “What do we know about antipetismo?”
  - Francisco Costa (FGV, Brazil): “Stop Suffering! Economic Downturns and Pentecostal Uproar”
  - Patricio Navia (NYU): “Discontent at the gate of the promised land or demand for a new model? What the Chilean protests tell us about opportunities for a populist response”
  - Vicky Murillo (discussant) – Columbia

12:45 pm - 1:00 pm: Lunch Break

1:45 pm - 2:30 pm: Panel 3: The Stretching of Populism and Its Implications
  - Kenneth Roberts (Cornell): “Bipolar Disorders: Populisms of the Left and Right in Latin America”
  - Ernesto Calvo (University of Maryland): “Sharing Populist messages in Social Media”
  - Amy Erika Smith (Iowa State University): “Religion, Sexual Politics, and Elections in Latin America”
  - Eduardo Moncada (discussant) – Barnard

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm: Break

2:45 pm - 4:45 pm: Roundtable: Political Responsiveness and Populism in Comparative Perspective
  - Tim Frye – Columbia
  - Sheri Berman – Barnard
  - Robert Kaufman – Columbia/Rutgers
  - Justin H Phillips – Columbia
  - Adam Tooze – Columbia

4:45 pm - 6:30 pm: Keynote Speakers
  - Saskia Sassen – Columbia
  - Jorge Castaneda - NYU

6:30 pm - 8:00 pm: Reception